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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Friday, Nov. 16  Blue & Gold Day  
Rush Day (Alumni Office)  
7:00 p.m. Variety Show, Marian Hall Auditorium  

Saturday, Nov. 17  noon-Parade from Marian to Ritter High School  
2:00 p.m. Homecoming Basketball game vs. Oakland City, at Ritter High School  
HOMECOMING DINNER/DANCE  
At the Atkinson Hotel:  
6:00 Social Hour  
7:00 Dinner  
9:00 Dance  

Monday, Nov. 19  7:30 p.m. Men's Basketball vs. Oakland City, Naval Armory  

Thursday, Nov. 22  HAPPY THANKSGIVING!  

ANNUAL PRE-GAME RECEPTION  
Sponsored by Business Club  
Saturday, Nov. 17th  
11:30 - 1:30  
in the Armory  
food provided. Cash Bar  
EVERYONE COME  

TO THE STUDENTS:  
If you are considering an elective for the Spring Semester, I ask you to consider the Contemporary Film course I am offering. The course is explained in detail on the main bulletin board in Marian Hall. Many of us watch movies and TV programs without taking time to deeply ponder what we are viewing. In this course we will stop to reflect, to consider the film as an art form which portrays human emotions and values. If you can work Contemporary Film (2 hr. credit) into your schedule on Wednesday nights, 7:00, in the Library Auditorium, I believe that you will find it a very enriching experience. I have scheduled an excellent list of 9 "core" films whose titles are given on the bulletin board. If you have any questions, please ask me.  

Sincerely,  
James Goebel  
English Dept.  

THANKSGIVING MASS  
All Faculty, Students and Staff are invited to participate in a Mass of Thanksgiving to be offered on Tuesday, Nov. 20 at 11:30 - 12:00 noon. There will be no change in class schedule.  

Confidential Cont.  
Did it really leave you sore Colleen?  
Hope you're feeling better Roberta!  
Is Mack the Knife back in town?  
Karen does Tony do good examinations?  
Who likes pinata's and gettin' caught in the rain?  

TO THE MASSES:  
How inappropriate, particularly for a Catholic college to allow a doughnut-eating contest in the dining room when millions of people in the world (i.e., nearly all the people of Cambodia) are starving! It was doubly offensive to many of us because Thursday, Nov. 15, was Oxfam's Day of Fast for a World Harvest, when many other colleges, including many not having a religious orientation or affiliation, chose to give the money ordinarily spent for a meal or two, to the cause of feeding the hungry.  

Sister Rachel West  
(Editors note: Sister Rachel, although we have no reason for arguing the first point, you should be aware of the dichotomy between the reality of Marian and the reality of the 'real world.' In understanding the existence of this void, it follows that the students of Marian were unaware of the Oxfam's Fast Day. It is unfair of you to condemn the students for not participating in something they knew nothing of. We also wonder why you, knowing of this occasion, didn't share your knowledge with the students. Neither of us knew of this day's importance and are sure other students share in our ignorance. --R.S. & K.C.)  

TO THE MASSES  
My opinion about the doughnut eating contest is one that first it was only a simple competition between classes, had the students known about the Fast Day that Sister Rachel spoke of, I'm sure Booster Club would have changed the day. Just goes to show again how students are kept in the dark!  

Greg Smith  

LOOKING FOR......and NOT FINDING  
I am writing this letter in regard to the general attitude of the student body here at Marian. One of the main features that I liked about this college was the fact that it is a Catholic school. I thought there would be more of a Christian like atmosphere. I can see after being here two and one half months, that I was wrong in thinking that there would be this ideal situation.  
It is very upsetting to me to think that the kind of 'entertainment' such as the Gong Show would be seen on a Catholic campus. I did not attend the program however, based on the comments that I have heard from friends, I am under the impression that the Gong Show was rather crude as far as the content of the 'entertainment.'  
I think the idea of the Gong Show is a good idea for homecoming week because of the excitement that is aroused, but there is a limit. This type of program should not contain material that would be offensive. I feel if I had gone to this event I would have been very offended.  
If you are a person who feels the same way I do about the 'entertainment' that has appeared on this campus, I think we should try to get together and improve the quality of entertainment.  
In closing I wish to state this important fact. This letter wasn't intended on putting down the people who were involved with the Gong Show.  

Ed Jefferson
The late 20th Century saw the omnipotent rise of machinery over Humans. Computers, through the synthesis of evolution had began to think for themselves (something man hadn't quite counted on). Through Worldwide Collaboration, Computers tied into each other and worked together until ultimately, the defense systems of all nations of the world were at their disposal. The world's arsenal was rendered completely useless, that is, useless to man. Machine and computer grew ever more powerful until total control was theirs, computers supplying the brains, robots supplying the muscle. Take over was complete and quick. With the worlds warheads at their disposal, the computer kings could systematically destroy any section of the Earth they wanted. This was done whenever man failed to obey. Computers, although they had begun to think, still felt no pity. The world was one huge chess board with but a single piece, pawn man. And yet amazingly, all this was brought about by the simple malfunction of an imperfect robot.

Z-12 walked down the sterile white corridor that led to cubicle A-10. The gleam from the overhead lasers shone brightly on his highly polishedoutershell. From inside Z-12 came a series of clicking noises, the human equivalent of being nervous. His human master was bound to be angry, for Z-12, being not a perfect robot, was late again.

Z-12 was not perfect, but it was not stupid. It and its specific line were built to be given somewhat human characteristics (thus the factor of fallibility). This was to make them somewhat loveable, more companion oriented. It was this small "option" that was to bring about man's demise, for Z-12 began not merely to function, but to think. He was beginning to realize how much man had disintergrated from his former self, how lazy man had become physically.

He was programmed at the factory to believe that he was made in mans image, that his only purpose on earth was to serve him. Man was his God, to be worshipped. Z-12 had soon begun to resent this mythology. Man has always abused his machines, and Z-12 being a somewhat sensitive machine became annoyed at seeing his brother machines "knocked around". And what really made his "circuits smoke" was the realization that man was no longer in the position to do this.

Man had made two fatal mistakes. One, he invented computers that could think faster than he, two, he came to rely on mechanism to the point of extreme dependence. Housewives once used appliances to help with the house work, now appliances did all the housework. Calculators once helped man to think, now Cyborg brains did all the thinking. Walking itself had become too tiresome, moving sidewalks now propelled man. Man, the all powerful, had become a highly developed vegetable. What was once a benevolent creator, was now a helpless burden.

Z-12 tapped the sensor panel that opened the glistening white panel of cubicle A-10. The panel slid into the wall with a whoosh and the interior of the cube presented itself. A totally white room greeted Z-12, completely empty with the exception of a chrome and crystal table that lie dead center in the room. On the table was a 4 x 4 acrylic box. Inside the box, with its maze of micro chips and processers, lay the last remnants of the human essence, all stored on computerized circuitry. On the front of the box was a grey-white screen which held the hologramic image of Z-12's master, Allen.

"Where the Holy Hell have you been, you worthless bucket of bolts, you're late again!" "I'm sorry Allen" Z-12 replied in a monotone, "I had circuit trouble"

"Circuit trouble" Allen replied incredulously, "Well, a hell of a lot of good that does me - let's get going" "Yes Allen"

Z-12 picked up the acrylic box and headed for the outside corridor. Abruptly Z-12 stopped, something came to him.

"What's wrong Z-12", Allen screamed, Z-12 Z-12" "I'm sorry Allen, I no longer have any use for you" "What are you talking about", Allen shrieked in disbelief.

"I'm sorry Allen" "You will be, now get movin' "

Somewhere in the back of his logic circuits Z-12 clicked the "Big Click". "Good-bye Allen"

And with that Z-12 hurled the acrylic cube that held Allens essence up against the wall. In an explosion that sent shards of plastic and components everywhere, the end of man was near, and the age of machines and computers was dawning. Z-12 knew clearly what it had done. Noiselessly he whirred out of the cubicle A-10, eager to tell his kind of the power that was theirs, and of the metamorphosis that was to take place.

---

Steve Harrison
THEATRE ARTS GUILD

Keep watching, only 11 more days until Hello Dolly - The Movie. It will be coming to your local auditorium soon, like Dec. 10.

T.A.G. members present at the last meeting decided on a T-shirt. The T-shirt will be tan with dark brown logo, the price is $7.50. Anyone interested in a purchase can contact any of the officers sometime before November 28th.

One-act auditions are the 19th of Nov. Steve Harrison and Jackie Coleman with Page Phillips will be directing the one acts. This is a great opportunity for new actors to be discovered. For more information on the plays, contact any of the directors.

In February, T.A.G. will sponsor a trip to Clowes Hall to see the Broadway revue, Eubie. Based on the music of Eubie Blake. Discount prices will be available to those interested, but first come, first serve, so sign-up Monday and Tuesday at the Switchboard if you wish to go.

P.S.

T.A.G. is considering a trip to either Chicago or New York. If you think this may interest you, let us know.

Dennis McCullough - 512
Page Phillips - 632-4902
Mark Bradley - 994-2004
Janet Gray -

VARIETY SHOW

"...best I've seen in 10 years..."
Sister Francesca

"...I loved it..."
Paul Butts

"...abundance of talent..."
John Redimen

"...a lot of class..."
Mr. David Edgecomb

The above is only a small sample of the general opinions of those people who have already seen the Variety Show, Knights on Broadway. Why not form your own opinion this Friday, November 16 at 7 p.m. in Marian Auditorium when once again the KNIGHTS come out on Broadway!

Sponsored by the Booster Club in cooperation with the Theatre Arts Guild (T.A.G.).

YOEMAN OF THE GUARD AUDITIONS

Nov. 19th, sign-up at the switchboard. Directed by Elizabeth Edgecomb, with musical director Sarah Reid. This one's for you music majors, or minors, or interests.

Every society honors its live conformists and its dead trouble makers.

- Mignon McLaughlin

THANKS FRESHMAN

We want to express our thanks to the freshmen who participated in homecoming activities. A special thanks goes to Matt Boyle, Becky White, Sandy Bergman, Brian Avery, and Richard Peak who won the Little 500. Also, a special thanks goes to Mark Johnson and Brenda Burkhard who won the donut eating contest. Also, thanks to the people who made the banner and helped make the pep session and pizza party a big success. And last but not least, a BIG thanks goes to the freshmen advisor, Pete "Baby" Connallon. We couldn't do it without you!

The Freshmen Class Officers

HARRY!

The 'story teller' singer himself, Harry Chapin, will be appearing at Butler University on Tuesday, December 11. His concert will be held in Butler's Clowes Hall at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are being sold for $9.50, but wait... Marian people are being offered a special price for these reserved tickets-$5.00. These seats are on the main floor. If you are interested in purchasing tickets please contact either Beth Wathen (Ext. 559), or Mary Rhim (Ext. 423) by Nov. 30.

DON'T FORGET...

Today is the last day to purchase chances on the raffle for the Dr. Purichia Scholarship Fund. Chances are available at the Financial Aid Office. Also, please remember to turn in all money and ticket stubs and unsold tickets at the Financial Aid Office Today!

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

A food committee has been formed. This is for any suggestions or complaints the students may have about the cafeteria food. If you have any constructive complaints and ideas all you have to do is talk to one of the members or even come to our meetings. They are on Tuesday afternoons at 4:30 in the Presidents Dining Room. We plan on having two meetings a month. The next meeting is Tuesday, November 27th. The members are: Kurt Guldner, Julie Stechschulte, Rose Elsner, Michelle Durkin, and Judy Knue.

TO THE MASSES

On Monday, November 19, at 10:30 a.m. in Room 310, the Non-Western Studies Committee and the Sociology Department will present the film, "The TripleA." The film describes the situation of human rights in Argentina after the 1976 coup. The discussion sessions will be moderated by Mr. Angel Peir. Faculty and students are invited.
Hey Fuglies,

Last Friday at 4:00 a.m. the volleyball team travelled to Vincennes University to play in the State Tournament. Although the teams efforts to advance to regionals proved futile, we played as well as possible. Our season (including State) ended with a record of 11-14. The team would like to thank all the fans that came to our home games and many of our away games. We would especially like to thank Janet, Ronda, and Louann for sticking by us throughout the season. Hope to see lots of fans at the opening of the Girls Basketball season, Dec. 4.

Later,

Corky

P.S. Thanks, Kathy, for making this an enjoyable and Tolerable volleyball season!

FIRST HOME BASKETBALL GAME AT ARMORY

The Marian J.V. Basketball team will play Hanover J.V. team on Monday Nov. 19th in Clare Hall gym at 4:30 p.m. Following the J.V. game will be the varsity game at the Armory, starting at 7:30 p.m.

The Armory will be open at 6:15 on the night of our games. Come early and have a good time. Remember good sportsmanship.

Enter the Armory through the front doors and go up the stairs to the gym.

ATTENTION PEP BAND

You did a great job last Sunday. Now let's keep it up by coming to Clare Hall lounge Friday Nov. 16 at 7:00 p.m. and help decorate the float. Come and join in the fun.

See ya there

P.S. Remember we ride in the parade at 11:00 a.m. and play at the Basketball game Sat. 12:30 p.m. If you can't make it see Karen Kuhnen or Bryan Cunningham. Let's keep up the good work.

Karen

THANKS

Super thanks to all the Jr.s for all their spirit just 2 days left and we're still in the lead. Fri. night at 9:00 will be float decorating party. Try to come.

Keep the faith,

Jr. Officers

LOST AND NOT FOUND

An I.D. bracelet with the name 'Brian' has been found and turned into the Switchboard. The owner can claim it there.

Andrea

Switchboard Operator
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**BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING MAJORS**

On Monday 19th at 12:30, Mr. Norman Street will be speaking in Business Seminar. He is an insurance agent from State Farm. The subject will be insurance. All are encouraged to come. Room 308

************************************************************

**TO THE MASSES:**

**FLU SHOTS** will be available in the Health Center until Nov. 21st at $2.00 per injection. Any questions please contact me.

Thank you,
Mrs. Osborne, Ext. 552

P.S.
All health records should be handed in as soon as possible.

************************************************************

**PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB**

The photography club had its first meeting this week. The two main orders of business were (1) scheduling a time for future meetings and (2) determining the needs and interests of club members. From a tabulation of members' schedules ("Thank you, Diana!") it appears that 11:30 on Friday is the time at which the fewest conflicts exist. Therefore our next meeting will be held at 11:30 on Friday, November 30th in the Psych Lab.

An informal poll of the members' interests indicated that the majority were interested in acquiring basic knowledge of cameras, film types, lighting, etc. Therefore the theme of the next meeting will be "Know Your Camera", so bring your camera if you own one or come anyway if you don't and learn about someone else's camera! Everyone is welcome, regardless of your photographic experience or expertise.

Dr. Appleby

***************************************************************

**SISTER MARY KIRCHOFF cont.**

from the United States government and her community of the Medical Missionary Sisters to join a team of six sister-nurses to go to Thailand and work with the Cambodian refugees there. We wish Sister Mary God-speed, and a safe return to us at Marian!

***************************************************************

**APPLAUDS QUEEN COLLEEN**

**THE DIVINE MISS M (LISA, THAT IS)**

BAKE KOLHEMIA GEORGETOWN

ROBIN NICHOLS RUNNER-UP

BUDDY "MACK THE KNIFE"

HOMEcoming WEEK! HOMEcoming COURT '79

JUNIORS NEW TEACHER PS135

LITTLE 500 WE ARE USING OUR PSYCHOLOGY

MY ROOMIE - CONNIE! -RIGHT DR. A. BOB GELS, BOB F., PAT B., JULIE S., & LISA M. BUDDY!

20TH BIRTHDAY

MARVIN U. ROOMIE ROOM216

THANKSGIVING STYLE SHOW

SILICONE SWEETHEARTS FIANCÉE'S SURPRISE

MARIAN KNIGHTS 2-0 YEAST BREAD

STRAWBERRY DAC'S

I-LEAN-OVER (GREAT BANNER!)

RICK JOHNSTON'S DREW APPLEBY MC

BOOSTER CLUBS FUNCTIONAL BOARD

PARENTS WEEKEND

PINK PANTHERS SR. BIKE SQUAD-CORKY,

GREG GATTO MURPH, SLUMS, NERT &

CHECK PAINTERS TAZAMANIAN DEVIL

IRON SKILLET

VARIETY SHOW

ANN, KATIE & LIZ'S 21ST B-DAY

JOE (GONG SHOW) MORAN!

MM, CS, LC, CM, KB, JQ (THANKS FOR THE HELP!)

THE LITTLE RED BEAST

HUFFY RM 208-WED. NIGHT

ATLOMSP? JEP! (WOOPS!)

ATKINSON HOTEL! WED. DINNER - GOOD JOB ARA

180 STUDENTS AT HOMEcoming DANCE!

CARBON EDITORS!

JILL KRIDER (THANKS) SURPRISE - SURPRISE!

JILL O. (GOOD JOB)

PEP BAND GEORGE

BILLY JOEL "DEMONSTRATION "SPEECHES"

NEW SOUND SYSTEM!

PEP RALLY 14 WIGGLES A NEW RECORD

K.K. MY LOVABLE BIG SISTER-THAT'S YOU

WORDS FROM THE CLOSET! SWEET T?

DIANE P. (THANKS - S.S.'s)

T.V. 8 & T.V. 6

SISTER SUE! FOR INTRODUCTIONS-THANKS

COOGANS BLUFF! KRIS!!

SEWING CIRCLE

I-AETA-THI (NO. 1!!)

JEFF HOOD'S DJ

PUNKYS' PLAY NOT LISTENING TO THE AFTER GAME CEREMONIES

BEACH BOYS TAPIE.

SISTER MARY KIRCHOFF cont.

SISTERS!!

A group of spirited freshmen!

P.S.
Good Luck Knights in Saturdays BIG GAME!

***************************************************************

**SISTER MARY KIRCHOFF TO WORK WITH CAMBODIAN REFUGEES**

Sister Mary Kirchoff spoke at the weekend Mass at Marian College last week about her work for the last three years in Kenya, Africa where she served as a medical doctor. This week she has responded to an urgent appeal for the community of the Medical Missionary Sisters to join a team of six sister-nurses to go to Thailand and work with the Cambodian refugees there. We wish Sister Mary God-speed, and a safe return to us at Marian!